Old Auto scandals create opening for
New Auto

Tesla Motors -- a disruptor -- drew throngs this week for the introduction of the Model X
crossover.
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If you think of the auto business as Old Auto vs. New Auto -- established
automakers vs. disruptors like Tesla, Google, Apple, Zipcar and others -New Auto has an unlikely advantage.
And it’s being created by Old Auto.
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Lately, consumers have been seeing a lot of major automakers doing the
corporate equivalent of a perp walk. It’s not a good look.
Consider how the industry appears to the average person who absorbs
news while flipping through the channels, surfing websites or scrolling
through Twitter.
In the last few years, that person might have noticed …
• Toyota CEO Akio Toyoda being grilled by a congressional committee.
• General Motors CEO Mary Barra being grilled by a congressional
committee.
• Federal officials scolding Fiat Chrysler for resisting a product recall.
• Hyundai and Ford, under federal pressure, restating their claimed fuel
economy numbers.
• The startling admission that Volkswagen flat-out cheated on diesel
emissions tests.
(Coming soon to a news feed near you: Volkswagen of America CEO
Michael Horn -- you guessed it -- being grilled by a congressional
committee.)
• Federal officials investigating FCA for slow-walking reports of safety
problems.
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Berthold Huber, center, interim chairman of
Volkswagen AG, announcing the resignation
of Volkswagen CEO Martin Winterkorn, on
Sept. 23, following the company's violations
of U.S. diesel emissions standards.
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That last item has prompted U.S.
Transportation Secretary Anthony
Foxx to summon automakers to
Washington “to discuss the need for
accurate reporting of safety

defects,” according to Bloomberg.
That meeting will no doubt produce more “bad optics.”
There’s debate over whether this drip-drip-drip of sketchy behavior and
bad press hurts the industry. My hunch is that it does significantly.
It invites stepped-up regulatory scrutiny. It perpetuates the financial
markets’ coolness to the auto sector.
But especially, it’s an outright gift to the disrupters trying to upend the
status quo.
These companies feed on consumer disenchantment with mainstream car
companies, mainstream vehicles -- or the very idea of personal car
ownership. Every wave of negative news about a traditional automaker
works in their favor.
I don’t have any favorites in the jockeying between Old Auto and New
Auto. May the fittest survive.
But right now, Old Auto desperately needs to stop being its own worst
enemy.
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